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1975/2005
Production, marketing
and the birth of a product range
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“This was the era of proximity,
of everyday contact…”
“I already had 13 years’ experience with a manufacturer.
Initially, we worked alone. I was on the road, visiting
customers, and my wife was in the office, handling
logistics and administration. I was on the road every day.
I travelled throughout the Jura and the surrounding
departments. There were shops everywhere !
Butcheries, charcuteries, grocers, restaurants, etc…
It was the era of proximity, I visited all the villages and
sold all the machine brands, French, Italian, German,
etc. There were the mincers and cutters, etc., but I also
spent a lot of time servicing equipment, even that which
I didn’t sell ! It was an extra service that was much
appreciated by our customers. However, it has to be
said that there was some very strong competition !
Many retailers from Lyon covered our area. We
continued working this way until 1981, when we were
joined by our young son, Jean-Claude.”  Michel Dadaux

It was there, during

the winter of 1975 at

Bersaillin, a small and

quiet village in the

Jura in Eastern France,

where life was based

on farming and

breeding, that a small

company was formed

for the sale,

installation and repair

of butchery and

charcuterie

equipment. This small

company was named

Dadaux, like its

modest owners,

Michel and Céline

Dadaux. And…

February 1975

1975
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1981

“After technical training and a short period in an

industrial electricity company, I joined the family

company. It seemed the obvious thing to do… 

I then developed an activity of selling and repairing

electronic scales. This was a flourishing market and

I visited all foodstuffs businesses. An excellent sales

school ! Ideal training. I was already motivated by

the competition. I discovered the full potential of the

foodstuffs sector. Later, the scales market

weakened and, in order to fully control my products,

I moved into manufacturing.”  Jean-Claude Dadaux

“I was very keen on
manufacturing. In
1981, I started to
invest in
equipment : a
guillotine, a press,
a folding machine,
a welding station…
the essentials for
working stainless
steel.
In this way, we
started to sell our
own production.
Kitchen furniture :
work tables,
trolleys, shelves,
and more all in
stainless steel.”
Michel Dadaux

1982 - The family company is
growing and already diversifying…

Early Dadaux
production…

Michel and Jean-Claude Dadaux, the beginning of a long and successful cooperation.
Here at the Matic show in 1990.

Jean-Claude Dadaux :
“I was motivated by
the competition!”
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“And what if we could make our own products ?”

1987

“It was in 1987 that I decided to produce

a refrigerated mincer. In fact, we had a

few problems with the machines that we

were selling and French law obliged

butchers to mince fresh meat in front of

the customer. There was thus real

potential. In addition, we decided to

incorporate a steak former/sizer option.

One year of work ! I worked on the

prototype every week-end. We used the

means that we had at our disposal. 

I drafted all the drawings and prepared

the electrical wiring. We sub-contracted

the manufacture of some of the

mechanical parts, and we assembled the

complete mincers with casings and other

parts manufactured in-house. We were

very keen and the will to succeed was

very strong. We finally succeeded… 

A first step in our development

process…” 
Jean-Claude Dadaux

1987/1988 - First refrigerated mincer made in-house !

The competition is
getting worried !
“Our competitors did
everything to prevent our
success! Some ignored us,
while others mocked us…
Later, many tried to copy
us… but without much
success.”  Michel Dadaux

First machine,
first sale !
“I can still remember! It was a
butchery in Chalon-sur-Saône
in the Saône-et-Loire
department. I didn’t dare to tell
them that we had manufactured
the mincer ourselves! However,
it worked very well ! This gave
us confidence.”
Jean-Claude Dadaux
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1988

ROBUST, STAINLESS STEEL THROUGHOUT, CASE AND RESERVE BOTH CHILLED

REFRIGERATED MINCER, MODEL SIBERIE
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Machines, machines and more machines…
Very soon, it became necessary to produce new machines, as market demand was
high. Production was started on an initial series of 10 machines and the first employees
were recruited… With the run just barely completed, the mincers were sold, and
production continued along these lines. The “Sibérie” model was very successful,
20 were sold in the first year, 70 the following year, and more than 100 in the third year.
This was followed by the new “Alaska” model, equipped with a display window. For the
machine names, it would be difficult to find cooler !

1989

1989 : First 
production plant, 
first retailers

“In 1989, I lived 100 % Dadaux! We believed in
our project. Our mincers were selling. I quickly
understood that to meet the demand and to
continue our development, to produce more
and better, we needed to structure our activity.
We developed a retail network to sell
throughout France, and we built a first part of a
factory, covering 660 m², at Bersaillin, for
mincer production. We didn’t stop to ask
questions, we just drove forward !”  Jean-Claude Dadaux
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Early documentation showing the various Alaska and Sibérie models
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1990 : Expanding
the range !
“Sales, expertise, productivity, etc., while

also creating a broader range.

Every sale can lead to a second sale. 

1990 was a year of change, a year during

which production increased considerably.

Thus, there was also an increase in the

number of retailers and in recruitment.”

Jean-Claude Dadaux

1990

Apart from creating a complementary product range,

Jean-Claude Dadaux regularly upgraded the

existing models. “Our customers have to understand

that we are continually working to improve their

productivity.” This competitive logic led to the

creation of three new, entirely refrigerated mincers:

the “Ultra”, “Baccara” and “Supra”, featuring bright

colour schemes! These new models replaced the

“Sibérie” and “Alaska”, which remain the pioneer

products of the Dadaux adventure.

“Ultra”, “Baccara” and “Supra” 
were launched, “Sibérie” and 

“Alaska” were phased out

CHILLED MINCER
Ultra model

CHILLED MINCER Supra model

CHILLED MINCER
Baccara
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And now stuffers...
The manufacture of the first hydraulic stuffer

“Hercule”, for filling tripe and all types of

sausage, marked the beginning of the

Dadaux range. The stuffer was already the

ideal complement for the mincer, and this

production met the demand of the

considerable activity in

butcheries/charcuteries, as well as in the

developing supermarkets.

1990 was a good year…
“1990 was the year that we really got under

way. The retail network was working very

well and the launch of the stuffers boosted

our sales. We were selling more and more

mincers, especially the new models. We

already produced more than 300 machines

in the year ! This was really the start of large

scale production.” Jean-Claude Dadaux

HYDRAULIC STUFFERS

ENTIRELY IN 18/10 STAINLESS STEEL
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1991

The first assembly lines
were created
Just visiting the production workshops at
Bersaillin confirmed that Dadaux mincers
were well liked and were selling. The first
assembly lines were set up, and were
continually expanded every time a new
machine or a new model was launched. 

The team was expanded
Production was already high and
recruitment continued. During the year
1991, Dadaux grew to eight employees.     

The first logo
Dadaux machines were now marked with
this first logo. Meat coloured, it was first
used on chop cutter  in 1992.    
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When Dadaux held its show in Paris…
The strong development of both the
company and the product range justified our
presence at the major shows alongside other
manufacturers. Michel Dadaux : “We werenʼt
afraid. I was used to major shows. We went
in the van !” Dadaux exhibited at the “Matic”
show in November 1990. The mincers and
the new 15- and 25-litre stuffers were pre-
sented at the show. Jean-Claude Dadaux :
“We were ʻlittleʼ next to around a dozen or so
other manufacturers. We met new customers
who were interested in our models and in the
quality of our production. We sold a few
machines. Again, I understood that a regular
presence at these major shows would be
beneficial for us.”

Shows are a good thing!

The early shows : 100% mincers

The mincers were soon joined
by stuffers.

We were increasingly present at shows, and our stand area
also increased ! The range was expanding, and more space was

needed to present the new machines properly.
Every show was an opportunity to present the growth of Dadaux.
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Chop cutter, more than a 
machine, an excellent
development tool
“We already felt that our customers were changing. Butcheries

were starting to close… the profession was changing. Our future

was with the supermarkets and we needed to develop a range that

met their requirements. This was now a priority. We decided to

manufacture a chop cutter. This machine chops ribs and any piece

of meat and is suitable for the development of supermarket

laboratories. With the legs removed, we could get the machine into

our Peugeot 405 Estate ! We’ve travelled hundreds of thousands

of kilometres throughout France. This high value machine justified

long trips to give demonstrations. And that’s how we got into the

supermarket sector ! We thus obtained new customers, which

enabled us to present our mincers and stuffers, and to develop our

sales team.”  Jean-Claude Dadaux

1992

First chop cutter in 1992
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CHOP CUTTER

MANUFACTURER
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1994

MIXERS
PMX 60 - PMX 90
- ENTIRELY IN STAINLESS
STEEL
- OBLIQUE ARM WITH 3
BRANCHES
- HAS MANY USES
- MIXES BOTH SMALL AND
LARGE QUANTITIES
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Michel Dadaux
retires

1995, the first show abroad, and
the beginning of our export activity

1994 : Mixers

1995

Hydraulic stuffers were developed. The new mixers

prepared homogeneous mixtures while conserving the

texture of the meat. Two models were initially offered :

60 and 90 litres. This was undoubtedly the ideal

complement to the stuffer. The range was expanding…

Our machines could easily be sold outside France. Meat
working, in all its forms, is international. In terms of inter-
national shows, the reference is the IFFA at Frankfurt, in
Germany. Jean-Claude Dadaux remembers : “I went with
an interpreter. We made good contacts and were able to
communicate with international retailers. An excellent
start for our export activity !” 

In 1995, the founder, Michel
Dadaux, retired, followed by his
wife a few months later. He
succeeded in transferring all his
energy to his son, Jean-Claude,
who took over for him. His vision,
his knowledge of the field and his
commercial mind enabled the
modest Dadaux of 1975 to
become a flourishing SME,
expanding at a healthy rate.  
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1996

BAND SAW
TYPE SX 320
- Fast cutting rate
- Entirely in 18/10 stainless
steel
- Very easy to clean
- Large capacity
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1997/1998, major staff
recruitment

1996 : Band saws
The bone saw was designed to complement the chop cutter in

supermarkets. Here again there was considerable demand, but the

technique is different, needing a combination of sophisticated

technology, efficiency and safety. Operating the machine requires

considerable skill and it is a major tool in the range for laboratory

equipment. The first saw was presented at the Matic show in 1996. It

was initially equipped in a large format, with a fixed plate or a sliding

carriage, and was later produced in both small and large sizes. 

The factory was extended
and modernised
Itʼs difficult to increase production without
modernising the working facility. New, more
efficient machines improve production. Personnel
were recruited and a company structure was set
up. An exciting period !  

Dadaux was growing even faster !
Everything happened very
quickly… New management staff
were recruited to support Jean-
Claude Dadaux. Bruno Fournier
was the first Dadaux salesman and
Philippe Dauphin now supervised
manufacturing and production.  

The first saw was presented at the Matic show, in Paris

A new
stamping
machine 
in 1996
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1998

First cutters,
Dadaux goes bigger… 

First cutter in 1998

The year 1998 marked the birth of a great machine that became a

reference : the cutter ! It incorporated the legendary Dadaux

stainless steel quality and all the features developed over the

previous few years. The cutter strengthened our position with

retailers, particularly in Germany, where it was presented for the

first time at the Iffa show in May 1998. The cutter was also quickly

produced in many models… for tradesmen, supermarkets and

also industry, with a 200-litre cutter. 
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Dadaux present
at Sirha in Lyon
Sirha became the major national show
for the catering trades. Dadaux was
present for the first time, in order to
strengthen its market position. Again
competing with the major manufacturers !

Everything was growing, the range, the factory,

personnel, management staff… and our

expertise. This was the opportunity to publish a

first information document, stating all the

principles that added value to the company. 

An important tool for the new sales team.

750 m² more workshop space, a boring

machine… and the arrival of the first

numerical control lathe. The production

facility was upgraded, machine by

machine…   

Communication : the first general
presentation brochure Things were moving again

in the Bersaillin factory !
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The entire range was presented in November   1
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r   1998, at the Matic show in Paris !
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Jean-Claude Dadaux, CEO :
“We created a range
in 10 years !”

He joined the company in 1981, alongside his parents. He personally designed

and manufactured the first Dadaux mincer in 1988. Ten years later, the

presentation of a complete range at the 1998 Matic show in Paris was a major

event… The opportunity to look back at this fruitful adventure and to look forward

into the future. Meet…

1975/2005
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What comes to mind when you think
about the early years of Dadaux ? 
An impression of very high speed ! In
1975, my father got things off to a good
start. He was a man in the field, a
salesman. The fact that we were
initially machine retailers and repairers
helped a lot. We have a thorough
knowledge of butchery and charcuterie
trade needs and machines. The in-
house production of our first mincer in
1988 provided the kick-start we
needed. We thus became
manufacturers of machines that we
knew how to sell. After that, everything
developed very quickly. We sold
through retailers and our mincer sales
enabled us to invest in more efficient
production equipment and to extend
our factory. I think that marketing and
in-house production were our major
strengths in the early years.

The Dadaux range was developed very
quickly. How do you explain that ?
From the early nineties, the butcher
profession changed, as the
supermarkets became increasingly
important, with well-stocked butchery
shelves and large laboratories. For us,
these were new customers to win over,
but with a different approach. We soon
understood that, to be competitive, we
had to offer a full and complementary
range. We started producing our first
stuffers in 1990, and we also
modernised our mincers. Each
machine led to another one ! Our in-
house design and production capability,
and our reactivity, allowed us to create
a range between 1990 and 1998 !
Quite an achievement ! Mincer, stuffer,
chop cutter, mixer, band saw and
cutter, a very nice quality range, for a
broader customer appeal.

Did you have any marketing
problems ?
Things happened very quickly. We had
to be everywhere to establish ourselves
in the face of our competitors. Our
retailer network worked very well and
our presence at the major shows, even
abroad, allowed us to accurately
assess the competition. I travelled a lot
in France to present and demonstrate
our machines, notably the rib chopper !
We were able to position ourselves and
take advantage of our experience and
of our strong presence in the field. Our
presence at the Matic show in Paris in
1998, with all our machines, was
another major step forward… The
entire range was there, together with
the sales force that we were building
up. This caused some concern to our
competitors… and motivated us !

In production, meeting the demand
wasn’t always easy ?
In 2001, the orders were rolling in and
we had to further continue the
extension of the Bersaillin factory, the
modernisation of the production facility
and the adaptation of our working
methods. Our in-house expertise was a
strong point for us. We did all the jobs !
We fully controlled the manufacturing,
from beginning to end. However, it
wasn’t always easy to meet the
demand and find our work force locally.
We needed more welders and
polishers. In 2002, we set up a
production plant at Bizerta, in Tunisia.
This was essential, not to delocalise
but to produce with a work force that
was available and with the necessary
metal-working skills. This is when we
started making our stainless steel
casings as one single piece. It allowed
us to develop and further improve
quality… And plan the modernising of
the look of the range. This Tunisian
option helped us a lot !

Are you obsessed by the improvement
of the range and the models ?
To sell successfully, our range must be
continually changing ! A machine must
live, be refined and improved both
technically and also aesthetically. We
also produce our machines in various
models, to meet our customers’
specific requirements. In 2004, we
decided to renew the basic range. We
improved everything, the appearance,
the utilisation conditions, the
technology, the precision, etc. We
revised our communication to enhance
the value of the machines. New
catalogue, new product data sheets,
our first website, etc. All that was
beneficial and a new dynamic was
created. It was visible and talked
about ! We confirmed our position as
one of the major manufacturers. 

Did you take advantage of this to
develop export sales ?
2004 was also the year that we created
our export sales department, and
export sales were already growing.
A structure was created to improve
contacts and sales on all the
continents. The market is huge ! The
major French supermarkets are
developing and spreading through
Eastern Europe and the Middle East.
We then formed a new company
"Dadaux Polska" in Poland, to market
our machines in Poland, Ukraine and
Russia, etc…

In this new year of 2005, what projects
are you planning for the future ?
With 60 employees, Dadaux is now a
flourishing SME, well organised and
well structured. We would like to add
value to the existing situation to expand
our sales, both within France and also
on the export market. Future
developments will probably necessitate
the creation of new machines… I think
we shall be obliged to work on a ham
slicer…      
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2006/2015
Modernisation, innovation,
development and maturity
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2008 : A 100% stainless slicer - unique on the market

A star is born !
The ham slicer is a “must” and an essential production tool in butchery/charcuterie

but, in 2008, the Dadaux range still didn’t include one. The release of the

“Major’Slice”, Dadaux’s first slicer, in 2008, marked a new development in the life of

the company. To give it every chance of success, this slicer was given considerable

attention. A new company was formed, “Dadaux Gastrotech”, and a specific plant

was built for its production, a specific stand was constructed for shows, and its

release was boosted by dedicated communication. Nothing was left to chance, and

especially not the technical quality of the new machine.
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The slicer was immediately very successful. It’s a beautiful

machine. It was long-awaited and it didn’t disappoint !

Furthermore, it enabled us to reach new customers, such

as communities, restaurants, etc. and export sales are

good. Our slicers are certified UL, NSF and CSA for the

USA and Canada. We took advantage of Dadaux

expertise so no time was lost getting started. We are

reactive and we’re quite proud of having already

developed six models with our design department. For me

it was an excellent opportunity, and clear proof of

confidence. We shall continue the development, and why

not create new machines at Poligny ?

Albin Dadaux, “Dadaux Gastrotech”

production manager at Poligny

I really wanted to have a ham slicer. We
were often asked why we didn’t have one in
our range. The ham slicer is an essential
tool for a pork butcher. We had to have one
in the range ! Market competition was fierce,
with foreign manufacturers well established.
We were told that it wasn’t possible to
manufacture a good slicer in France !
Therefore, to penetrate the market, our
slicer had to be of very high quality. We
adopted the all stainless steel option, which
fully meets the requirements of the
foodstuffs standards. The machine was
difficult to manufacture in stainless steel,
with many technical details. Design and
development work was started in 2006. In

2007, we presented an initial prototype at
the Sirha show in Lyon, started building the
new production plant and finalised every
technical detail. We sold our first slicers in
2008, and they were manufactured in the
new factory ! The reputation of our existing
range and Dadaux prestige encouraged
excellent sales immediately after release.
We sold almost 500 slicers in 2009 and
1800 in 2014 ! A great success for a major
challenge ! This was certainly our most
complex machine design. From the opening
of the new factory, production was
managed by Albin, my son. A great
personal satisfaction.

Jean-Claude Dadaux :
“They said it wasn’t possible!”

A new, modern building
at Poligny for the new
company "Dadaux
Gastrotech".

Major’Slice 300 Vertical

Major’Slice 350 Vertical

Major’Slice 350 Semi-auto

Gravinox 300 & 350

Major’Slice 350

Already 
6 models in 2014 !
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2010

The strategy of movement and innovation
was accentuated in 2010. To continue its
development, the Dadaux range was
upgraded. New models were released in each
product line. The Bersaillin factory was again
extended by 1500 m². All the teams were
structured : export, production, sales,
customer support, etc. Each team developed
at its own level and complemented one
another. A further effort was made to develop
export marketing and sales, which were
making progress due to the quality of the
range. Presence at shows remains very
strong and Dadaux is now acknowledged as
one of the market leaders. The marketing
strategy is working and innovation and
production are keeping pace !           

2010

2010 : Structuring the company
and developing the range 
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And now cheese !
“The Comtoise” is a hard cheese cutting machine, which seems

appropriate in Comté country ! However, this wasn’t planned in the

development strategy. Regular customer demand, and Dadaux production

flexibility, enabled an initial production run. After the butchery and

charcuterie, Dadaux is now supplying the cheese market ! “The Comtoise”

specialises in cutting large pieces, and so was rapidly supplemented by a

smaller model, “the mini

Comtoise”, designed to cut

quarter blocks of Comté,

Beaufort, Parmesan, Cantal,

etc. This machine soon found

its place on supermarket

cheese counters and also on

the export market.

2012 : “The Comtoise” 

The Comtoise The mini Comtoise
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Dadaux has been producing and manufacturing for 25 years. A lot of

machines, beautiful machines ! However, it was all technique,

operations, actions, professions, expertise, etc.! The in-house control

of the entire production process remains an essential element of

Dadauxʼs success. Quality, reactivity, flexibility, and the continual

upgrading of the work facility enable a fast response to production

requirements and to the customersʼ expectations. A Dadaux signature

and recognition for all the personnel.

Dadaux production :
Unique in-house expertise   

Cutter Titane 45,
an excellent machine…
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PROJECT DESIGNERS, TECHNICAL DRAWING, PLANNING, FOLDERS, SHEET

METAL WORKERS, WELDERS, TURNERS, POLISHERS, BOILER MAKERS, SHOT

BLASTERS, ASSEMBLY TECHNICIANS, FITTERS, ELECTRICIANS, MECHANICAL

TECHNICIANS, QUALITY CONTROL, HEALTH, SERVICING, TRACEABILITY,

PACKAGING, SHIPPING, INVOICING, SALES, DRAFTSMEN, COMMUNICATION,

EXPORT, CUSTOMER

SUPPORT, STOCKS,

REFRIGERATION

TECHNICIANS,

SWITCHBOARD OPERATORS,

ACCOUNTANTS, ETC.

In-house professions and
services serving production

Cutter Titane 45,
high level of expertise…
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Dadaux’s unique expertise…
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Dadaux’s unique expertise…
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GERMANY, BELGIUM, POLAND, ITALY, ROMANIA, C

SWITZERLAND, GREECE, AUSTRIA, UNITED KING

TUNISIA, REUNION, SPAIN, UNITED ARAB EMIRAT

STATES, AUSTRALIA, GUADELOUPE, NETHERLAN

SOUTH AFRICA, MARTINIQUE, BRAZIL, MOROCCO

VENEZUELA, SINGAPORE, MAURITIUS, RUSSIA, T

EGYPT, QATAR, SWEDEN, GEORGIA, FRENCH CAR

THAILAND, BURKINA FASO, BULGARIA, BRITISH V

DUTCH CARIBBEAN ISLANDS, LUXEMBURG, MEXI

Export: A carefully assessed and
managed priority…   
Since 2004 Dadaux has been developing its production for export. Even

better, Dadaux has adapted its production to sell better abroad.

Continued, constant export progress is now a priority. The possibilities

are broad and diverse, depending on the continent and country, and also

on local eating customs. Presence at the major international shows is

extremely valuable. Today, 40% of the Jura Dadaux plants production is

exported to more than 70 countries. We are now targeting the USA and

China, for a development that may turn out to be considerable. 
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A, CHINA, PORTUGAL,

NGDOM, NEW ZEALAND,

ATES, DENMARK, UNITED

ANDS, UKRAINE, ISRAEL, ANGOLA, LITHUANIA,

CO, ALGERIA, FRENCH POLYNESIA, FINLAND,

A, TAIWAN, CHILE, NORWAY, LEBANON, GUYANA,

CARIBBEAN ISLANDS, TURKEY, SLOVENIA, INDIA,

H VIRGIN ISLANDS, MALTA, LATVIA, PHILIPPINES,

EXICO, MONACO, CAMEROON, CROATIA, ZAMBIA,

SENEGAL, SAINT PIERRE AND MIQUELON,

HUNGARY, NEW CALEDONIA, ECUADOR,

JAPAN, HONG KONG, LIBYA, COLOMBIA,

IRAN, KENYA, REPUBLIC OF MALDIVES,

GABON, DJIBOUTI, SAINT MARTIN,

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, MARIE GALANTE,

BAHREIN, MADAGASCAR, TAHITI, ESTONIA,

OMAN, IRELAND, MACEDONIA, SAUDI

ARABIA, BELARUS…
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I joined in 1997 and my first challenge was the transition from hand crafting
to large scale production. I now manage production, purchasing and the
contact with our production unit in Tunisia. We have installed equipment and
modernised production as a function of new machines and new technologies.
To succeed, we have to be at the forefront of technology. Our production
facility is continually being upgraded. Our strong point is that we produce our
own machines. We are manufacturers ! The quality of the personnel is also
very important. We are all motivated by the quality of the machines and the
desire of the management to continually progress. We have to be very
reactive. My responsibility is to provide the interface between sales and
delivery. We are having increasing numbers of large production runs. With Mr.
Dadaux, we are fully familiar with every machine, which allows us to be very
efficient. And we are fully familiar with each professional activity, to respond
effectively, quickly and durably. We are very proud to produce all these
machines ourselves… 8000 in 2014 ! A permanent challenge !

Philippe Dauphin - Production manager

When I joined the company in 1993, everything was still to be done!
There was no computer terminal. I was the tenth employee. Now,
everything has completely changed! For more than 20 years, we’ve
been inventing, progressing, structuring, organising, building, etc.
But everything is working well! We managed the growing process
well. It’s a pleasure to work in a reassuring company that is always
in motion. We were the little ones, lost in a Jura village, and now
Dadaux is known world-wide! We’re proud of our company and
we’re going to continue! Dadaux still has a great future! I spend time
with the personnel, which is important. Everyone here sees what
we produce. Everyone feels involved and has a share in the
success… So I now have to prepare 145 pay slips every month.

Elisabeth Gollion
Administration supervisor

Dynamic on all floors !
The objectives defined by Dadaux are clear… The line was plotted a long

time ago and the results followed. Mr Dadauxʼs senior staff were actively

involved in this success. Most of them joined the company since 1993, and

stayed. Long term service that is the result of confidence, a working

atmosphere and the mutual respect that exists within Dadaux…    
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My contact with Mr. Dadaux in 1996 made me want to
be involved in the development of a SME, with a strong
human value, and that was starting to win its share of
the marketplace. I was the first salesman, recruited to
work with Jean-Claude Dadaux ! Later, we were joined
in this great adventure by Pascal Robert and Mario
Guagnelli and, more recently, by Adrien Morey. The
range of machines was already well established and the
market was developing rapidly. It was a real challenge to
impose Dadaux in the face of much competition. I think
we went forward with great simplicity. A simplicity that is
a characteristic of Jean-Claude Dadaux and his
company. Thus, we feel more at ease, we communicate
more and are more involved in the life of the company.
You want to work for the company. The development
was shared. The salesmen rejoiced at such a dynamic
attitude and such a desire to go forward, both
technically and commercially. You feel supported. We
always have new machines and new models to
present… so many sales arguments that keep the
customers. I’m quite proud of the job we’ve done.
Dadaux is now the leader in this sector, which doesn’t
prevent us from continually aiming higher. But without
that, Dadaux wouldn’t be Dadaux !

Bruno Fournier
Sales manager

I was lucky to join in 2004, when we decided to
develop our export sales. Our strong presence at the
major shows helped a lot. It’s the ideal solution for
presenting the entire range, which remains our main
strength. Our in-house expertise is reassuring. Every
show is an opportunity for us to present new
machines or new models in the range. We are
always one length ahead. The customers now come
to find us, to discover our new products and our
changes. Dadaux is now a reference. However, our
greatest strength to achieve success was our export
adaptation capability. We adapted the range, prices,
production, etc. We can modify machines to
correspond to the dishes eaten in every country ! We
achieved an export turnover of 8 million euros in
2014. We still have a good development margin. The
USA, China, etc. This international success is
motivating for the entire company. We’re all very
proud to know that our machines are selling
throughout the world.

Laure Richard
Export manager
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In 2006, I joined a growing company as
Quality supervisor, and I’m now workshop
manager in the Bersaillin factory of an
industrial company ! I take this as a challenge
and a great responsibility. My priorities are
simple : delivery dates, quality, cost. I know all
the jobs and all the people… The important
factor is the atmosphere and the way in which
we get on well together. These are not easy
jobs. I have to provide precise information for
everyone, to achieve a precise result !
Everything has to be anticipated. Every part is
important ! All the pieces of the puzzle have to
be perfect and there at the right time. That’s
how we make excellent machines. I’m proud
of the work that we do with the team. Our
machines sell well, and it isn’t by chance…

Thomas Revy
Production supervisor

Here, we’re always in the process of creating, developing or
upgrading ! I joined in 1999 and now there are four of us. The
range already existed. Since then, we’ve released 3 to 4 models
per year, and everything is managed in-house. We have to
design everything, from A to Z, in accordance with the
directives of Mr. Dadaux, who invents the machines. Everything
starts here. We have to think of everything and handle every
conceivable situation. The end result depends on our work, and
it has to work… But it doesn’t always work the first time ! I still
remember designing the Major’Slice, our ham slicer. It was a
long and difficult job. We finally got it right and this model gives
us great satisfaction.

Stéphane Bachut
Design department supervisor

I remember joining a company, the activity of which was somewhat
unusual. Dadaux has grown a lot and I’m pleased to have
progressed with it. It’s hard work ! Here, everything happens !
Customer Support is vital ! It’s the service that goes with the
product. The customer needs it to work. We don’t use an answering
machine ! We have to find a solution to any problem very quickly,
and provide telephone assistance for both technicians and users.
We have to adapt our service to the customer, to supermarkets,
small traders, retailers, etc. And there’s also export… Imagine
trouble shooting in China ! Different language, different culture,
different eating habits… We adapt our service and find local
partners to help us. Overall, we achieve quite a good result !

Philippe Chalençon
Customer Support supervisor

Dynamic  on all floors !
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The advantages of a

major manufacturer…

Product
quality Reactivity Organisation Product

reliability

A range
compatible

with all
activities

Innovation Performance
Perfect
machine
hygiene 

Listening 
to needs

Compatibility
with market

needs

Individual
attention Availability

Technical
assistance

Spare parts
stock

Effective
communication

tools

In-house
design facility
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In 2014, Dadaux invented a new machine, the

“Neocut DX150”, which marks a real change in

the working of meat, and also fish. A machine

that cuts very thin slices of meat (beef, pork,

veal, chicken) and very thin strips of fish. Thus,

beef tartar is prepared in “knife cut” mode, and

also fish tartar, shredded beef, pork, poultry and

shredded beef steak for grilling. The texture

cannot be compared with minced meat. The

“Neocut” enhances certain pieces and creates

new products ! The “Neocut” is being presented

at the Sirha, in Lyon, in January 2015.

Shredded chicken

Shredded pork

Fish tartar

Grilled shredded beef

“Knife cut” tartar

A new cutter by Dadaux !
“Neocut DX 150”

Patented
system

New for
2015
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2015 : 40 years in the trade,   
and a range that is always    

A range of 10 machines that are made in 50   d
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The “Neocut” cuts very thin
slices of meat
(beef, pork, veal, chicken), 
and cuts very thin
strips of fish.

,   25 years of production,
   being upgraded !

0   different models

New for
2015
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Jean-Claude Dadaux :

“We still have some great projects
for the future !”

145 employees
on three

production
sites in 2014

14,500 m²
of production
and storage

in 2014

20 million
euros

turnover
in 2014

8000
machines

manufactured
in 2014

450 tons of
stainless steel
transformed 

in 2014

“The year 2015 marks 40 years of Dadaux

company existence and 25 years of pro-

duction and development of our range. Our

permanent objectives are to structure our

activity, innovate, perfect our expertise and

upgrade our production facility… Our

consistent and reliable range is clear proof

of the remarkable job done by our person-

nel to create it. It’s also due to our many

distributors, who support our products and

help us to progress. Now, our machines

meet butchery and charcuterie require-

ments, but also cheese preparation, with

the Comtoise, and soon we shall be sup-

plying fishmongers, with the Neocut, our

new machine for 2015. For the future, we

have many innovative projects, major

investments from 2015, and new products

that are already being developed both at

Dadaux Bersaillin and at Dadaux Gastro-

tech Poligny, managed by my son Albin…

Dadaux has now reached maturity and the

desire to create to meet new needs

remains as strong as ever. We created new

machines with the Torsado, the Major’Slice,

the Comtoise, and now with the Neocut,

our latest creation that clearly enhances

the working of meat and fish. A good

example of our state of mind, and that we

shall keep long into the future !”
Jean-Claude Dadaux - CEO

Jean-Claude and Albin Dadaux, the father/son complicity continues….January 2015

Communication:
Dadaux adopts its colours !

To highlight these major events of 2015, and to prepare the future,

Dadaux has enhanced its communication. The machines are now

represented by a range of colours and pictograms. The new logo is more

striking, more dynamic and neater, and clearly represents both expertise

and drive. Technical excellence, daring and modernity… A new signature

for the Dadaux image !
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LE BOUCHAUD – 39800 BERSAILLIN
Tél. +33.3.84.85.51.71 – Fax : +33.3.84.85.53.92

Internet : www.dadaux.com – E-mail : dadaux@dadaux.com
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